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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS???

There are mysteries that only are revealed to the simple soul, the one that, in its simplicity, stops
aspiring to the things of the world and starts to place the focus of its evolution in living what is real
and completely unknown by it.

Know that even that soul that is apparently traversing a spiritual path, when it has some goal or
material aspiration for itself, will never understand the paths of God and will not be capable of
entering truly in His Heart.

The soul that puts itself on the right path is the one that does not aspire to absolutely any merit in
this world.  All that it builds up in its material life, including its own transformation, is done with
the single intention of obeying what God asks it, knowing that something He will do with all that. 
Its true aspiration is in dissolving itself in God, finding Him and being nothing within His
Greatness.

That was the essence of the Sacred Family, which was an example to all of humanity.

In the material life, offer all with endeavor, effort and perfection, so that whatever God asks may be
materialized, not for you to become the constructors of the work of God, but only to obey Him, no
matter the purpose that He will give to all that you live.

If you make yours the goals of God, you run the risk to place your own will into the celestial
designs; you will try to discover what the goal of God is and, at the thought of knowing it, when it
does not materialize itself, you will feel that you have failed.

My dear companions, do you understand then the essence of being a worker of God?  The worker of
God does not know how the end of this work will be, they do not know what they are constructing,
they just lay, each day, the brick wherever it is asked to them.  And they make it with much freedom
and with much love, because this work it is not theirs, it is of God.

The true goal of the worker is not to materialize the work, but to obey, each day, the great Celestial
Constructor.

Set, then, your aspirations in the right place and abandon your own goals, even if they may seem
spiritual to you.  Each day, let yourselves be constructed by God and do not want to know in what
will result His work.  Just love being servants of the Creator, trust in His perfection, and with
simplicity, you will find absolute union with Him.

In this way, it will not matter if you live failure to human eyes because in your interior you will
know that only God, who is perfect, knows the results of His works.

The humble and simple heart will uncover many mysteries.

I leave you My Blessing and My Peace.
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Saint Joseph, Eternal Worker and Servant of God


